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2000-2019: monitoring 
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When monitoring, the main objective is still the same: 

to give the most comprehensive picture of the situation 
on drugs & addictions.

Hopefully, monitoring tools have evolved = more robust data 

Overall a better knowledge 

But a rapidly evolving situation

More products, increasing availability of some drugs, 
changing policy context

New monitoring challenges (behavioural addictions, 
gaming, gambling ) 

New subjects (NPS, e-cigarette)

Our environment becomes more complex
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2000-2019: two decades of media disruption

Meanwhile… complete media disruption with a new media 
mix emerging.

New devices = New gateways to news
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2019: How news are being consumed? 
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Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism Digital News report 2019

Generational gap and predominant smartphone



Focus on France
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Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism Digital News report 2019

Real boost in social media use, continuous decline of print



Information process in the early 2000’s
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Information process today
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Sending signal back to distributor: 
immediate and diverging responses on social media
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Criticisms                                Reinterpretation                                     Congrats
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Information process today

New contributors are 
emerging on social media 
and interfering

“Uberisation” of expertise

Possible disinformation? 
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Evidenced-based  
information

Audiences

Evidenced-based information may suffer from confusion



Impact on media representations ?
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Has this emulation turned into a source of improvement for 
media representations… which have long been a problem in 
France? 

In fact, examination reveals a mixed picture

On one side, media still convey stereotypes and clichés + 
use of excessive wordings

On the other hand, real effort to stop propagating simplistic 
visions of the issues



Stereotypes in media representations
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Everlasting warning…

January 2004            March 2008         October 2015         April 2018             July 2018

What’s next? 

http://www.relay.com/l-express/-numero-2958-actualite-generale-6527-13.html
http://www.relay.com/l-express/-numero-2958-actualite-generale-6527-13.html


Stereotypes in media representations
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Obsession with records and exaggeration

April 2019

March 2019



Stereotypes in media representations
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Aiming at increasing fear and anxiety among the general population:

September 2019, April 2019

September 2019



Stereotypes in media representations
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Demonization, Dehumanisation

Zombies in Mayotte and in Paris

April 2017, February 2018



Emerging and generalisation of good practices :  
fact checking
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September 2017, 
August 2019

Around 20 fact checking sites 

active in 2019 providing 

services on various subjects 

including drugs



Emerging and generalisation of good practices :  
fact checking
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All these fact checking efforts are most welcome

In France, trust in media is the lowest in Europe… Biggest fall 
in trust during the last year 

Drugs remain a controversial subject which may explain 
exaggeration in media coverage and strong reactions from 
activists or simple citizens on social media



Any new perspectives? 
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French citizens do not consider drugs as a worrying subject

Which issues cause you serious concern? 
In 2002 and 2013 a quarter of the population considered drugs 
as a major problem. Only 13% in 2018.



What should we do? What can we do? 
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Opportunity for monitoring centre to play a key role

Be reactive but also proactive: try to maintain or restore 

intermediation 

Partnership with other national or international institutions 

more important than ever 

Encourage various audiences to consult us



Examples of reliable media practices involving the 
monitoring centre
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What should we do? What can we do? 
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Time consuming but will help strengthening our role while 

immediacy is the dream of digital society

- Be ready for emerging questions and to clarify the situation

- Promote new formats: short documents, videos, animations

- Make it clear and simple

- Allow easy access to data



Key conclusions
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2000-2019

Despite significant developments of scientific knowledge on 

drugs

+ New possibilities to disseminate it through social media

The dominant discourse often remains approximate

An apparent paradox underlining the key role of monitoring 

centres and their need to develop innovative communication 

strategies adapted to the multiplication of media formats 
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Thank you for your attention

www.ofdt.fr

http://en.ofdt.fr
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